Multiscale error diffusion (MED) is superior to conventional error diffusion algorithms as it can eliminate directional hysteresis completely. However, due to its frame-oriented processing nature, the computational complexity is comparatively high. Furthermore, though theoretically MED can remove directional hysteresis by eliminating predefined scanning paths and causal filters, no comprehensive quantitative analysis on this issue can be found in the literatures. In this paper, a fast MED algorithm is proposed and a detailed analysis on the performance of various MED algorithms including the proposed one are provided. Analysis and simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can reduce the computational complexity without sacrificing the image quality as compared with conventional MED algorithms. The proposed algorithm also supports parallel processing and hence can further reduce the processing time.
Introduction
Digital halftoning is a process which converts a gray-level image into a bi-level image and has been widely used in a number of applications such as printing [1] . Though error diffusion can provide a better result than the other halftoning algorithms such as order dithering at a reasonable cost, it suffers from artifacts such as pattern noise, worm-like artifacts and directional hysteresis [2] . To reduce these artifacts, different modifications to the standard error diffusion [3] were made. For example, Wong's algorithm [4] adjusts the error diffusion filter adaptively and Nagae's algorithm [5] processes the pixels along a space-filling curve. However, most of these modifications are based on the same error diffusion framework in which pixels are processed in a predefined scanning order.
There are some other approaches which adopt a multiscale approach to produce a halftone by handling the process at multiple spatial resolutions. For example, Peli's algorithm [6] eliminates directional error diffusion and iteratively modifies selected binarized pixels to reduce the weighted averaged error of local regions. However, Peli's algorithm is not an error diffusion algorithm.
Katsavounidis's algorithm [7] uses a non-causal filter and a non-predetermined scanning order to halftone a gray-level image. It is superior to some other conventional halftoning algorithms in a way that it preserves the advantages of error diffusion without suffering directional hysteresis. Chan's algorithms [8, 9] are modified versions of [7] . It was found that Katsavounidis's algorithm introduced error leakage and pattern noise during error diffusion and hence degraded the quality of its produced binary halftones. Chan modified Katsavounidis's algorithm [7] accordingly to solve these problems in [8] and [9] . Since no directional error diffusion and no predefined scanning order is involved in these algorithms, theoretically no directional hysteresis exist in the halftoning outputs of these algorithms.
Essentially, all multiscale error diffusion (MED) algorithms [7] [8] [9] are two-step iterative algorithms [7] [8] [9] . At each iteration, they first locate a critical pixel in the output image B based on an updated version of the input image X and assign it a binary value. Then the quantization error of the selected pixel is diffused to the neighboring pixels with a non-causal filter so as to update X . The iterations are repeated until the sum of all elements of the updated X is bounded in absolute value by 0.5. However, due to their frame-oriented processing nature, their complexity is very high as compared with conventional halftoning algorithms such as standard error diffusion [3] .
Two questions arose immediately from the above observation. The first is how to reduce the realization effort of MED and the second is whether the realization effort paid in MED is worthwhile.
The first question inspires our search for a low-complexity alternative to the realization of MED. As for the second question, its answer relies on a thorough study on how critically and significantly a MED algorithm can improve the halftone quality as compared with a non-MED algorithm. However, though the qualitative ground for MED algorithms to eliminate directional hysteresis is explained and simulation results are presented to support the ground in Refs. [7] [8] [9] , no comprehensive and quantitative analysis on the performance of a MED algorithm can be found in the literature. As the performance of a halftone algorithm is always the theoretical interest of the researchers working in the area and a systematic analysis on this issue is practically useful, we would also like to conduct a study on this issue. This paper presents a low-complexity alternative to realize MED. Similar to other MED algorithms, the proposed algorithm removes the scanning-path and filter constraints to eliminate directional hysteresis. The difference is that it puts its focus on the realization complexity and reduces it by tackling the technical problems in a different way. Unlike other MED algorithms [7] [8] [9] which are basically frame-oriented, the proposed algorithm performs error diffusion in a block-based manner to support parallel processing and reduce the effort for locating critical pixels. This is based on the idea that, during multiscale error diffusion, the quantization error of a pixel is usually consumed during its propagation to a distant pixel. The diffusion result of two distant pixels is likely to be independent and hence processing blocks in parallel makes sense to a certain extent. After the proposed algorithm is presented, a detailed analysis on the performance of various MED and the proposed algorithms is given.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, a fast MED algorithm is proposed. In Section 3, a comprehensive analysis on the quality performance and the complexity of various MED algorithms including the proposed one are provided. This quantitatively explains why MED is better than conventional halftoning algorithms and proves that the proposed algorithm can reduce the complexity without sacrificing its halftoning performance in terms of different measures. In Section 4, simulation results are given to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
Proposed Algorithm
In conventional MED [7, 8] , all pixel values of the output image B are initialized to be zero and then, based on the grayscale input image X , an appropriate number of pixels of B are picked iteratively to assign value 1 until the average pixel intensity of B is equivalent to that of X . From another point of view, white dots are iteratively put in a black background. A considerable amount of realization effort is paid for locating the positions to put the white dots and this effort is proportional to the number of white dots to be introduced. The proposed algorithm reduces the complexity by reducing the number of dots to be put in and the amount of effort to locate a position for a dot.
To reduce the number of dots to be handled, the proposed algorithm first estimates the average intensity of X . Without losing of generality, we assume that the maximum and the minimum pixel values of X are, respectively, 1 and 0. If the average pixel value of X is less than 0.5, white dots should be introduced to a black background. Otherwise, black dots should be introduced to a white background to reduce the realization effort. Hereafter, we assume that white dots are the minority dots and they are introduced to a black background. If it is the opposite, one can negate all pixel values of X before carrying out the proposed algorithm and negate all pixel values of the output at the end. The dot budget is defined to be the number of minority dots to be settled and it is the rounded value of min(S x -I x ,I x ), where S x is the total number of pixels in X and I x is the sum of all pixel values of X .
Operator min(•) picks the minimum value from its inputs.
The grayscale input image X is then partitioned into a number of 4×4 non-overlapped blocks. For each block, an intensity pyramid is constructed as shown in Figure 1 . In formulation, we have Every 4 adjacent blocks are grouped together to form a macroblock of 8×8 pixels. Except those macroblocks whose total pixel intensity value is less than 0.5, which implies no more white dot should be put to them, all macroblocks are processed in parallel as follows. For each macroblock, the block which carries the maximum total intensity (i.e. the block which has the maximum )
in the macroblock is picked and the most wanted pixel in the block is located with the intensity pyramid associated with the selected block by following the maximum intensity guidance.
Specifically, when the maximum intensity guidance is adopted, one should always proceed from the current node at level k to its child node of maximum ) , assigned value 1. The reason for discriminating the boundary pixels of a macroblock will be discussed later. For the sake of reference, the region in which a pixel can be quantized after being selected is referred to as a qualified region.
Suppose the selected pixel is in the qualified region of a macroblock. After quantizing it to 1, its quantization error 1 ) , (
is diffused to the neighbors of the pixel with a non-causal filter to update X as follows.
is a coefficient of the diffusion filter defined as
Since only the central part of a macroblock can be quantized and the diffusion filter is of size 3×3, no error can be diffused outside the macroblock and hence all marcoblocks can be processed independently. In other words, all macroblocks can be processed in parallel to reduce the processing time. This explains why, in the proposed algorithm, boundary pixels of a macroblock are discriminated and not further processed when they are selected. After diffusion, all intensity pyramids of the affected blocks are updated according to (1) .
In order to provide a chance to handle the boundary pixels of a macroblock and eliminate the potential blocking artifacts caused by the block-based approach, the proposed algorithm changes the way how it groups blocks to form a macroblock in the course of halftoning as follows. After processing all macroblocks as mentioned before in parallel once, all blocks of X are regrouped to form new macroblocks. Four grouping schemes are used in turns in the proposed algorithm. As an example, Figure 2 shows how the 4 schemes group the blocks in an image of size 6×6 blocks differently. A pixel which is a boundary pixel of a macroblock in a particular round may not be a boundary pixel of a macroblock again in next round. By doing so, all pixels of X can be taken care in the course. Note that the regrouping does not affect the intensity pyramids of the blocks and hence does not increase the complexity in this aspect.
The overall effect of using the grouping schemes in turns and excluding the boundary pixels of a macroblock from being processed is equivalent to processing overlapped 6×6-pixel regions each of which overlaps each of its 4-connected neighboring 6×6-pixel regions with an area of 2×6 or 6×2 pixels. Blocking artifacts can hence be eliminated with this approach. 
Performance Analysis
This section provides an analysis on the performance of various MED algorithms including the proposed one in terms of their output quality and computational complexity. This analysis serves two purposes. First, it quantitatively shows that MED is better than conventional error diffusion and its remedial schemes in various aspects including spatial dot distribution and noise characteristics, which is not provided in any literatures about MED [7] [8] [9] . Second, it shows that, as compared with other MED algorithms, the performance of the proposed algorithm is comparable to [8, 9] and much better than [7] while its complexity is significantly reduced.
A) Dot distribution and noise characteristic
In this part of analysis, dot distribution and noise characteristics of the halftones generated with different halftoning algorithms were studied based on their spatial and spectral statistics.
In spatial statistics, Lau [2] developed a directional distribution function ) ( The ring is centered at a dot and the segment is indexed by α. In ideal case, we have ) ( respectively, indicate a favoring and an inhibition of dots in direction α . In our analysis, the annular ring is defined by 1 r =0 and 2 r =max(λ,3), where λ is the principle wavelength of the input gray level, and the ring is divided into 16 equal segments.
In spectral statistics, Ulichney [1] developed two spectral statistics to analyze a halftone pattern.
The first one is radically averaged power spectrum density (RAPSD). It is defined as the average power in the annular ring with center radius p f as follows.
is the number of frequency samples in
which is an annular ring of width p ∆ partitioned from the spectral domain. ) ( f P is the magnitude square of the Fourier transform of the output pattern divided by the sample size. The second spectral statistic is anisotropy, which is defined
It provides the noise-to-signal ratio of frequency samples of
and is used to measure the strength of directional artifact.
In our analysis, various error diffusion algorithms were applied to a constant gray-level image of size 128x128 and the dot distributions in their outputs were studied in terms of the aforementioned statistics. Multiscale frame-based algorithms including PED [6] , MED k [7] , MED c 98 [8] and MED c 04 [9] and the proposed algorithm were included in the comparison. Strictly speaking, PED is not a MED algorithm, but it distributes dots from a multiscale point of view. Due to page constraint, only a few conventional error diffusion algorithms are reported here for comparison. In particular, for non-multiscale-based algorithms, this paper presents the results of standard error diffusion with raster (SED r ) [3] , serpentine raster (SED sr ) [3] and space-filling-curve (HED) [5] scanning schemes. The results of an adaptive error diffusion algorithm(AED) [4] are also presented for comparison. Note that they are all typical examples of eliminating directional hysteresis by adjusting the error diffusion filter [4] and the scanning path [5] to diversify the error distribution direction. Two block-based error diffusion algorithms including Mese's dot diffusion algorithm (DD) [10] and Damera-Venkdata's block error diffusion algorithm (BED) [11] are also included in our simulations for comparison. The dot shape used in simulating [11] is a 2×2 cluster [1, 0; 0, 1]. Severe blocking effect and pattern artifacts can be found in Figure 4j . This is expected as blocks are processed independently and a predefined class matrix is used in DD to determine the processing order of the pixels in a block. BED processes blocks and diffuses error in a raster scanning order as in standard error diffusion and hence artifacts caused by directional hysteresis exist in Figure 4k . As a block-based algorithm, the proposed MED algorithm successfully eliminates the blocking effect by using four grouping schemes in turns. Besides, no predefined scanning order and no fixed causal filter is used in the proposed algorithm. Consequently, no blocking artifact and directional ripple is found in Figure 4i . Figure 5 shows the directional distribution functions ) ( the more severe the directional hysteresis is. In ideal case, its value should be zero. Figure 6 shows the directional index functions of the presented algorithms at different gray levels.
A logarithmic scale is used for the abscissa in the plot. In Figure 6 , one can see that PED, MED c 98, Blue noise halftoning is characterized by a distribution of binary pixels where the minority dots are spread as homogeneously as possible [1] . It is visually pleasant as it does not clash with the structure of an image. Pixels distributed in this way create an aperiodic and isotropic pattern and it does not contain any low-frequency spectral components. Since block overlapping and block shifting are, respectively, used in MED c 98 and MED c 04 to remove blocking effect, the structure of the intensity pyramids involved is more complicated as compared with that used in MED k . Accordingly, their realization complexity is even higher. In particular, the complexity bound of MED c 04 is roughly 3-fold of that of MED k .
Simulation Results
The analysis presented in the previous section proves the theoretical advantage of MED in different measures. In practice, simulation results on real images also reveal this fact when comparing MED with conventional error diffusion algorithms [7] [8] [9] . Accordingly, this section does not put its focus on the comparison between MED and conventional algorithms again. Instead, the focuses are on Table 2 shows the average number of additions(ADD), comparisons(CMP) and multiplications (MUL) required per pixel to produce the halftones with different MED algorithms in the simulation. It shows that the proposed algorithm can remarkably reduce the number of operations as compared with conventional MED algorithms. On average, when the input image is of size 512×512, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is only 59% of MED k and 34% of MED c 98 in terms of total number of operations per pixel. As a remark, while the other MED algorithms do not support parallel processing, the proposed algorithm does and it can further reduce the processing time significantly.
Halftone visibility metrics [2] can be used to measure the distortion observed by a human viewer between an original grayscale image X and its binary halftone B . In particular, it is defined as
where hvs is the HVS filter function defined in [2] , vd is the viewing distance in inches and dpi is the printer resolution. In our simulations, the viewing distance was fixed at 20 inches and printer resolution of 600dpi was considered. Table 3a shows the To explore whether the proposed algorithm introduces more artifacts to the boundary region of a block, block boundary pixels and block interior pixels of a HVS-filtered halftone were separated and their contribution to v MSE was evaluated individually. As shown in Table 3b , the difference between their contributions is very small. Table 4 shows the performance of the MED algorithms in terms of Weighted SNR (WSNR) [12] , Linear Distortion Measure (LDM) [13] and Universal Objective Image Quality Index (UQI) [14] .
WSNR uses the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) [15] of human visual system to measure the distortion of halftone image while LDM is used to measure the linear distortion. UQI is an index to qualify an image. In terms of all these measurements, the performance of the proposed algorithm is more or less the same as that of MED c 98. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a fast MED algorithm for digital halftoning is proposed and a detailed analysis on various MED algorithms is presented. Analysis results show that, like other MED algorithms, the proposed algorithms can provide a better performance as compared with conventional error diffusion algorithms in terms of the directional distribution of dots, anisotropy and blue noise characteristic while its computational complexity is significantly reduced as compared with conventional MED algorithms. As the proposed algorithm supports parallel processing, processing time can further be reduced to allow real-time processing. Simulation results also demonstrated that, in practical applications, the proposed algorithm could reduce the computational complexity without sacrificing the image quality of its output. Table 2 . Average number of operations per pixel of various MED algorithms Table 3 . Visual quality of halftones produced with different algorithms in terms of (a) MSE v and (b)
MSE v of boundary pixels and interior pixels Table 4 . Quality measurement of halftones produced with different algorithms in terms of (a) [3] (b) SED sr [3] (c) AED [4] (d) HED [5] (e) PED [6] (f) MED k [7] (g) MED c 98 [8] (h) MED c 04 [9] (i) Proposed (j) DD [10] (k) BED [11] (a) SED r [3] (b) SED sr [3] (c) AED [4] (d) HED [5] (e) PED [6] (f) MED k [7] (g) MED c 98 [8] (h) MED c 04 [9] (i) Proposed [3] Serpentine raster Non-adaptive, causal Filter-support-based AED [4] Raster Adaptive, causal Filter-support-based HED [5] Space-filling curve Non-adaptive, causal Filter-support-based PED [6] --Frame-based MED k [7] Max intensity guidance Non-adaptive, non-causal Frame-based MED c 98 [8] Max intensity guidance Adaptive, non-causal Frame-based MED c 04 [9] Extreme intensity guidance Adaptive, non-causal Frame-based Proposed Max intensity guidance Non-adaptive, non-causal Block-based with 4 grouping schemes DD [10] Class matrix guidance Adaptive, non-causal Block-based BED [11] Raster Non-adaptive, causal Filter-support-and block-based Table 4 . Quality measurement of halftones produced with different algorithms in terms of (a) WSNR, (b) LDM and (c) UQI
